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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE
JESÚS

In the beginning, God thought and felt in His merciful Heart that there should be creatures, so
similar to Him, that out of love for life they could populate all the spaces of the Universe to
experience the happiness of being within His Kingdom.

It was at this point that the Divine Project was born because His children, beings of the Earth and of
all the Universe, were the same Project that emerged and was created, through the Archangels,
within Sources of Light, which all His children hold within themselves as a divine spark, called the
essence.

But when the first disobedience manifested, on the part of one of the Angels of God, evil and
darkness emerged, states opposite to the Light and the illumination of the consciousness.

In that time, an intervention in the Divine Project occurred and, so that the Project did not
deteriorate, the Celestial Father decided that He Himself would incarnate in different moments of
the planet to demonstrate that He deeply loved and loves His creatures, His children, and that He
will eternally love them because nobody but the Eternal Father knows who His children essentially
are and why today they are here on the surface of the Earth.

But from this disobedience, the first universal errors emerged. An action contrary and opposite to
Divine Will was created in the mental Universe and finally took shape in the material Universe
through events and facts that led the children of God to step out of the Law countless times, and
from this emerged what we know as duality, which is the spiritual, mental and material feeling of
finding oneself divided or upset before the spiritual or inner steps that a consciousness is to give to
the service of God.

So God incarnated again and, this time, the Eternal Father decided that His Second and Divine
Person, the Son, would come to the Earth through a spiritual and cosmic preparation that was
capable of reversing the deviation which, in that time, all of humanity was experiencing.

And so great consciousnesses that serve the Universe helped in the preparation of the incarnation of
the Son of God and through the supraphysical and non-material action of higher Laws, it was
granted that the Most Holy Mother be impregnated by the Holy Spirit, and in the form of a perfect
and sublime design, should bring the Second Person of God to Earth.

Since the birth of Christ, all creatures of the Earth would find the perfect key to dissolve and
overcome duality on their own; a duality that was generating unpayable debts and that continues to
awaken contradiction and opposition to the Divine Plan.

That key, which opened and will always open the doors, is called Love. The Love of God, which is
wisdom. The Love that is understanding. The Love that brings science to all that exists.
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For this reason, this is the time of transcending that duality again, within each one of you, placing
all of the being and all of the consciousness upon God, where you will always find meaning and
answers for all that you experience.

Because if more consciousnesses that work every day to overcome that duality or that spiritual
inequality exist, you will give impulse to others so that they too experience it and do it, and you can
break the chain of suffering and of ancient errors, which only carry humanity into darkness and into
confusion.

But if your consciousness is in Christ, nothing will be doubtful or confusing, because in Christ you
will be in wisdom, you will be in discernment so that in these very complex times you may not be
confused about the path of faith that you have decided to travel.

For this reason, the Sacred Hearts come to meet you as they have in other acute moments of
humanity, in which the path of prayer and of service were bridges that led millions of souls into
finding their own redemption.

Now is the time to carry nations, for example, Argentina, to not forget God, so that its learning
process and school may be beneficial for all who integrate it into this cycle.

Argentina needs to remain protected from assaults through responsible and mature groups of prayer
that, like within a spiritual war, do not cease to cry out to the Father and attract His Gifts and
Attributes in order to keep peace and inner unity during times of crises, so that nobody should go
against their brother or sister, so that a spirit of understanding and of Truth may exist.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


